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Usability of the Factor Analysis Scores in Multiple Linear
Regression Analyses for the Prediction of Daily Milk Yield in
Norduz Goats
I. Daskiran1, S. Keskin2, and M. Bingol3

ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to determine the relationship between daily milk yield and
udder traits using multiple regression analyses in order to predict daily milk yield in
Norduz goats. 10 udder traits including upper udder height, bottom udder height, udder
depth, udder width, udder circumference, left teat length, right teat length, left teat
circumference, right teat circumference and teat angle. The data was collected from 27
Norduz goats raised in pastoral conditions in the Norduz region of Van province South
Eastern Turkey. Factor analysis was employed to simplify the complex relationships
between udder traits. After the udder traits were exposed to factor analysis, four factors
with Eigen values greater than 1 were selected as explanatory (independent) variables and
used for multiple linear regression analysis. First factor was named teat factor, second
and third factors were named udder factors while the fourth was udder bottom height.
The 2nd and 3rd factors, which were significant, were then used to fit the regression model.
The study found that two udder factors had significant statistical effect on daily milk yield
and these factors together had accounted for 78.6 % of the variation in daily milk yield.
The findings of this study showed that both multivariate and univariate approaches can
be used to determine the relationship between milk yield and udder traits. In addition,
these statistical approaches may also be useful to eliminate multicollinearity problems
among large number of variables. In conclusion, the study proved that both univariate
and multivariate methods can be applied successfully to predict daily milk yield using
udder traits in goats.
Keywords: Determination coefficient, Eigen value, Goats, Milk yield, Udder traits.

1999; Ayadi et al., 2011; Iniguez et al.,
2011; Ángels Pérez-Cabal et al., 2013;
Merkhan, 2014) and in goats (Peris et al.,
1999; Akpa et al., 2002; Keskin et al.,
2007a; Merkhan and Alkass, 2011). Various
univariate models and approaches were used
to determine the relationship between daily
milk yield and some udder traits for
selecting productive animals in animal
breeding programs. However, these models
or approaches failed to define complex

INTRODUCTION

One of the main purposes of the animal
breeding is to gain economical returns
through producing milk, meat, egg or fibre.
The yield of this production can on occasion
be determined by measuring physiological
traits on the animal. It was confirmed that
udder and teat characteristics were
determinants of milk yield in cattle (Rogers
and Spencer, 1991; Sapp et al., 2004; Tilki
et al., 2005), in sheep (De la Fuente et al.,
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relationships among the variables related to
udder traits and daily milk yield.
The above mentioned studies have shown
that determination of the relationship
between milk yield and udder traits plays an
important role in animal breeding. In
addition they have also determined the
relationships between udder traits and
genetic or non-genetic factors (Makovicky et
al., 2013; Makovicky et al., 2015a;
Makovicky et al., 2015b). Whilst additional
studies have shown further relationship
factors between daily milk yield and some
udder traits (Burke and Funk, 1993;
Fernandez et al., 1995; Peris et al., 1999;
Serrano et al., 2002; Sapp et al., 2004;
Marie-Etancelin et al., 2005) in small
ruminants. There is only a few (Keskin et
al., 2007a; Eyduran et al., 2012) that
combined multivariate and univariate
analyses. Combining these analyses
simplifies the interpretation of results with
use of multicollinearity and reduction of
explanatory variables (Eyduran et al., 2010).
This study also used multiple regression
and factor analyses to interpret the
multivariate relationships between daily
milk yield and some udder traits. Multiple
regression models are useful for predicting
assumed dependent variable (Khan et al.,
2014). The specific goals of factor analysis
are to summarize pattern of correlations
among observed variables, to reduce a large
number of observed variables to a smaller
number of factors, to provide an operational
definition (regression equation) for an
underlying process by using observed
variables, or test a theory about the nature of
underlying processes (Tabachnick and
Fidell, 2001).
The main objective of this study was to
establish relationships between daily milk
yield and udder traits and investigate the
usability of factor and multiple regression
analyses in order to predict daily milk yield
from 10 udder traits in Norduz goats. This
study also aimed to eliminate the
multicollinearity issue in multiple regression
models by reducing a large number of
variables and to interpret multiple regression

model results by removing the indirect effect
of related explanatory variables.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data collection
Data was collected from 27 Norduz goats
raised at a pastoral farm in the Van province
of East Anatolia, Turkey. The herd consisted
of 2 and 3-years old does that were raised
under pasture conditions and represented
two sire families. Average weight
(Standard Deviation) of does was
48.737.34 kg. The study was conducted
during the 90 day lactation period for one
season. The kids suckled during the 90 day
period and hand milking was carried out
only in the mornings. Measurements were
carried out six times in 14 day intervals
using measuring cups to ascertain daily milk
yield. All data were adjusted for sire
families, age of goats and litter size. For the
adjustment, one of the categories of the
variables was specified and then adjustment
was performed to other categories. The 10
udder traits were measured on days 90, 104,
118, 132, 146 and 160 of the lactation
period.
The traits are defined as: 1) Udder Upper
Height (UUH) is defined as the distance
from the ground to the base of the teats, and
measured by using measure cane.
2) Udder Bottom Height (UBH) is defined
as the distance from the ground to the teats,
and measured as the distance from the
ground to the teats by using measure cane.
3) Udder Depth (UD) is defined as the
distance between the abdominal wall at the
base of the udder and the base of the teat.
4) Udder Width (UW) is defined as the
distance from the fore and rear of the udder
and measured by using measure cane.
5) Udder Circumference (UC) is the
widest horizontal circumference across the
udder and is taken using meausure tape.
6) Left Teat Length (LTL) is the length of
left teat from the base to the end of teat and
is measured by using measure tape.
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to obtain Eigen values. Loadings are
correlation coefficients between variables
and factors. Varimax rotation was used to
facilitate interpretation of factor Loadings
(Lik). Coefficients (Cik) were used to obtain
factor scores for selected factors (Eyduran et
al., 2013). Factors with Eigen values greater
than 1 out of 10 factors were utilized in
multiple regression analysis (Sharma, 1996;
Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001; Johnson and
Wichern, 2002; Keskin et al., 2007b).
The proportion of variance in the set of
variables accounted for by a factor is the
Sum of Square Loading for the factor (SSL)
(variance of factor) divided by the number
of variables (if rotation is orthogonal).
Score values of selected factors were
considered as independent variables for
predicting daily milk yield. The regression
equation is presented as;
DMY= a+ b1FS1+b2FS2+b3FS3+b4FS4+e
Where, ‘a’ is regression constant (its value
is zero because of using standardized
variables), ‘b1’, ‘b2’ b3, and ‘b4’ are
regression coefficients of Factor Scores
(FS). FS is Factor Scores and e is the error
term of the regression model. Regression
coefficients were tested by using t test.
Determination coefficient (R2) was used as
predictive success criteria for regression
model (Draper and Smith, 1998). All data
were analyzed using MINITAB (Version:
14)
statistical
package
program
(Anonymous, 2000).

7) Right Teat Length (RTL) is the length
of right teat from the base to the end of teat
and measured by using measure tape.
8) Left Teat Circumference (LTC) is the
widest horizontal circumference across the
left teat and measured by measure tape.
9) Right Teat Circumference (RTC) is the
widest horizontal circumference across the
right teat and measured by measure tape.
10) Teat Angle (TA) is the teat inclination
with regard to the vertical and measured by
a pivoting angle meter (Peris et al., 1999;
Marie-Etancelin et al., 2005). The average
of the six time measurements was used for
analysis.
Statistical Analysis
For all variables, Kolmogorov-Simirnov
normality test was performed and p values
ranged from 0.10 to 0.47. After normality
test, it was determined that all variables
were normally distributed. KMO (KaiserMeyer-Olkin)
measure
of
sampling
adequacy was computed. Factor analysis
was performed on 10 udder traits to rank
their relative significance and to describe
their interrelation patterns with daily milk
yield. One of the factor analysis goals is to
summarize a pattern of correlations with as
few factors as possible.
For this analysis, basic equation can be
represented in matrix form as:

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Zpx1= pxmFmx1+px1
Where, Z is a px1 vector of variables,  is
a pxm matrix of factor loadings, F is a mx1
vector of factors and  is a px1 vector of
error (unique or specific) factors (Sharma,
1996; Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001). It is
assumed that factors are not correlated with
the error components. Because of
differences in the units of each variables
implemented in factor analysis, original
variables (udder traits) were standardized
and correlation matrix of variables was used

Descriptive
statistics
and
Pearson
correlation coefficients for all traits are
presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
As presented in Table 2, most of the
correlation coefficients among variables
(traits) were significant (P< 0.01). In
addition,
KMO
(Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin)
measure of sampling adequacy was found to
be 0.828 (We took 0.6 as minimum value).
We concluded this correlation coefficient as
factorable. Therefore, factor analysis was
carried out for udder traits and the results are
1509
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for udder traits and daily milk yield. a
Variable
UUH (cm)
UBH (cm)
UD (cm)
UW (cm)
UC (cm)
LTL (cm)
RTL (cm)
LTC (cm)
RTC (cm)
TA (angle)
DMY (g)

Mean
42.2
28.6
8.7
13.3
38.7
3.7
3.8
2.4
2.6
14.3
763

SD
2.42
6.05
1.32
1.66
4.43
1.87
1.81
1.19
1.32
2.55
244

Minimum
35.0
23.0
5.0
10.0
30.0
1.2
1.3
1.1
1.0
10.0
150.0

Maximum
46.0
58.0
10.5
16.5
48.0
8.9
9.1
6.3
5.9
19.0
1250.0

a

UUH: Udder Upper Height; UBH: Udder Bottom Height; UD: Udder Depth; UW: Udder Width;
UC: Udder Circumference; LTL: Left Teat Length; RTL: Right Teat Length; LTC: Left Teat
Circumference; RTC: Right Teat Circumference; TA: Teat Angle; DMY: Daily Milk Yield, SD:
Standard Deviation.

presented in Table 3. In this analysis, the
number of Eigen values is equal to the
number of original variables.
Because Eigen values represent variances
and that each standardized variable
contributes
to
principal
component
extraction, only factors with Eigen values
greater than 1 are retained for subsequent
analysis (Sharma, 1996; Tabachnick and
Fidell, 2001). Thus, only four factors of
Eigen values greater than 1 were retained for
multiple regression analysis.
Selected factors explained 87.8% of total
variation of variables in factor analysis.
Communality values for variables were
found to be very high (i.e. for UBH it was
95.5% showing that 95.5% of the variance in
UBH is accounted for by Factors 1, 2, 3 and
4). The first factor variance was seen as
3.691 (Table 3) showing that 36.9 % of the
variance in the variables was accounted for
by the first factor. The second factor
accounted for 23.1%, the third factor
accounted for 16.1% and the fourth factor
accounted for 11.7% of the total covariance.
For the selected four factors, factor loading
and factor score coefficients are also
presented in Table 3. After orthogonal
rotation, the values of loading are
correlations
between
variables
and

corresponding factors. The bold marked
figures indicate the highest correlations
between variables and the corresponding
factors. The greater loading, the more the
variables are a pure measure of a factor. For
instance, LTL, RTL, LTC and RTC which
showed the highest correlation with Factor 1
were considered as a group. The highest
values of communalities indicate that the
variances of variables were efficiently
reflected in factor analysis. From the 10
variables included in the four selected
factors only some possessed high loads;
LTL, RTL, LTC and RTC in Factor 1, UW,
UC and TA in Factor 2, UUH and UD in
Factor 3 and UBH in Factor 4.
Certain factors may be interpreted as being
directly correlated with certain variables.
For instance the first factor primarily has
teat measurements and may be referred to as
teat factor; the second factor has primarily
udder measurements while the third factor
has UUH and UD. These two factors may be
termed udder factors. The fourth factor on
the other hand only has UBH measurement.
Factor score coefficients were used to
obtain factor score values which were used
as independent variables in multiple linear
regression analysis to determine significant
factors for daily milk yield. Two of the
1510
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selected factors (Factors 2 and 3) were
found to have significant (P< 0.01) linear
relationships with daily milk yield.
Furthermore, 80.6% of the variance in the
daily milk yield was accounted for by these
four factors. Afterwards, only significant
factors (Factors 2 and 3) were included in
the regression model. Results, except for
determination coefficient (R2) and S values,
were the same as those of four-factor model.
There was no statistically significant
difference
regarding
determination
coefficient between the two models.
Therefore, the parsimonious model that
includes two factors may be favorable.
Original variables (UW, UC, TA, UUH,
and UD) in significant Factors (F1 and F2)
were used for ordinary regression analysis
(Table
4).
Although
determination
coefficient of the model was found as 74.8%
and statistically significant, none of the
coefficients of the variables were significant.
This
result
indicates
a
typical
multicollinearity problem. Therefore, factor
analysis might be useful to eliminate the
multicollinearity problem as well as to
reduce large number of original variables.
Positive effect of Factor 1 and negative
effect of Factor 4 were not statistically
significant.
Authors
felt
that
teat
measurements in Factor 1 could play an
important role in case mechanical milking
rather than milk yield in general. In the same
way, Emediato et al. (2008) pointed out that
udder traits can be considered for the
selection of dairy ewes for machine milking
when those animals are not nursing their
offspring.
UW, UC, TA, UUH and UD variables in
Factors 2 and 3 can be important traits for
udder formation and determining of udder
volume. Ayadi et al. (2011) emphasized that
udder morphology traits were positively
correlated with milk yield and could be
considered in selection programs of SiciloSarde dairy sheep. Furthermore, Iniguez et
al. (2011) noted that udder circumference
and teat width appear to be the most useful
from the udder measurements taken in their
study for predicting total milk yield of

Awassi sheep. It is also reasonable to
consider that udder volume is related to
daily milk yield. Therefore increasing udder
volume could lead to higher milk production
in animals and these variables could play an
important role for increasing milk
production in goats. Moreover, Tilki et al.
(2005) indicated that teat length, udder
height, distances between front teats,
between rear teats and between front and
rear teats and mammary type scores
significantly affected milk yield.
The study showed that multivariate models
or combining multivariate and univariate
models can determine relationships among
large number of variables. The present study
also showed relationships between daily
milk yield and some udder traits by
examining both multivariate and univariate
approaches. Our results showed that daily
milk yield can be predicted at a success rate
of 78.6%. Similarly, Keskin et al. (2007a)
used the combination of factor and
regression analysis in Akkeci goats for
prediction of Daily Milk Yield (DMY).
Their results showed that four factors had
significant
effect
on
DMY
and
determination coefficient for regression
analysis was found to be 71.3%. Their
results also indicated that RTL, LTL, RTC
and RTC are grouped into the first factor,
UD, UV and UC into the second factor,
UUH and UBH into the third factor, while
the fourth factor consist of only TA. In other
studies trait factors and regression analysis
were used to make similar predictions.
Keskin et al. (2007b) combined factor and
regression analysis for prediction of carcass
weight by using 10 body measurements in
Akkeci goat kids. The authors reported that
10 body measurements were grouped into 3
factors and determination coefficient was
83.9%. Similarly, Eyduran et al. (2012)
applied both factor and regression analyses
to predict carcass weight of fish. Their
results indicated that three factors were
statistically significant and these factors
accounted for 95.2% of the total variation in
the regression analysis.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS
The present study indicated the
relationship between daily milk yield and
some udder traits (UUH, UD, UW, UC and
TA) in goats by combining both multivariate
and univariate methods. The results showed
that udder traits appear to have a predictive
ability for daily milk yield in dairy goat and
can be used in programs for improvement of
milk yield. Furthermore our findings
indicated that these present models can be
useful to eliminate multicollinearity
problems among a large number of
variables. Our approach simplified the use of
multiple regression models by reducing a
large number of variables and interpretation
of multiple regression model results by
removing indirect effect of related
explanatory variables.
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قابلیت استفاده از نمرات تجسیه و تحلیل فاکتورها در تجسیه و تحلیل رگرسیون خطی
Norduz چندگانه برای پیش بینی عملکرد شیر روزانه در بس های
 تیىگًل. ي م، کسکیه. س، دسکیران.ی
چکیده
َذف از ايه مطالعٍ تعییه راتطٍ تًلیذ ضیر ريزاوٍ ي صفات پستان تا استفادٌ از تحلیل رگرسیًن
 صفت پستان ضامل ارتفاع01 . استNorduz چىذگاوٍ جُت پیص تیىي تًلیذ ضیر ريزاوٍ در تس َای
، طًل پستاوک راست، طًل پستاوک چپ، حذيد پستان، عرض پستان، عمق پستان، ارتفاع پايیىي،تااليي
 تس وژاد72  دادٌ َا از. ي زاييٍ پستاوک میطًد، محذيدٌ پستاوک راست، محذيدٌ پستاوک چپ
 از. ين استان جىًب ضرقي ترکیٍ جمع آيری ضذٌ استNorduz ٍ پريرش يافتٍ در مىطقNorduz
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تجسيٍ ي تحلیل فاکتًرَا ترای سادٌ سازی رياتط پیچیذٌ تیه صفات پستان استفادٌ ضذ .تعذ از آوالیس
کردن صفات پستان تا آوالیسَای فاکتًرَا 4 ،فاکتًر تا مقذار ييژٌ تسرگتر از  ،0تٍ عىًان متغیرَای
تًضیحي (مستقل) اوتخاب ضذوذ ي ترای تجسيٍ ي تحلیل رگرسیًن خطي چىذگاوٍ استفادٌ ضذ .ايلیه
فاکتًر صفات پستاوک ،ديمي ي سًمي فاکتًرَای پستان تًد درصًرتیکٍ چُارمي ارتفاع پايیىي پستان
وامیذٌ ضذ .سپس از فاکتًرَای ديمي ي سًمي کٍ معىادار تًدوذ ،ترای تىاسة مذل رگرسیًوي استفادٌ
ضذ .وتايج وطان داد کٍ دي عامل فاکتًرَای پستان اثر معىاداری تر تًلیذ ضیر ريزاوٍ داروذ ي ايه فاکتًرَا
تا َمذيگر وقص 27درصذی در تىًع عملکرد ضیر ريزاوٍ داروذ .يافتٍ َای ايه مطالعٍ وطان داد کٍ َر دي
ريش چىذ متغیرٌ ي يکىًاخت ترای تعییه راتطٍ تیه صفات تًلیذ ضیر ي ريطٍ مي تًاوذ مًرد استفادٌ قرار
گیرد .عاليٌ تر ايه ،ايه رييکردَای آماری ویس ممکه است ترای از تیه تردن مطکالت چىذگاوٍ تیه
تعذاد زيادی متغیر ،مفیذ تاضذ .در وتیجٍ ،ايه مطالعٍ ثاتت کرد کٍ َر دي ريش چىذ متغیرٌ ي چىذ متغیرٌ
مي تًاوذ تٍ طًر مًفقیت آمیس ترای پیص تیىي عملکرد ضیر ريزاوٍ تا استفادٌ از صفات پستان در تس َا
مًرد استفادٌ قرار گیرد.
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